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	Report:   This proposal has two main specific aims. Outlined below is the progress we have made.Specific Aim 1: Determine statistically robust diagnostic features for citrus pathogen infection using IVOC emission patterns by analysis with DMS sensor systems.a.  We are determining optimum operating conditions for disease specific analysis of inducible volatile organic compounds (IVOCs) using DMS for CBCD (Canker). IVOCs commonly released in plant metabolism were obtained and tested focusing on phenylacetaldehyde O-methyloxime an IVOC produced in citrus leaves infected with canker bacteria. Calibration curves are being constructed with this and other related compounds to obtain unique DMS signatures, to facilitate detection in complex backgrounds.b. Chemometric analysis of IVOC spectra for discovery of statistically robust biomarkers. GC/DMS data are complicated due to high data dimensionality of the sensor output. We have adapted several advanced data mining methods to overcome signal noise and to obtained robust/accurate analysis.  The next steps will explore new ideas on signal processing to enable real-time field detection, while applying current methods to a variety of real plant metabolite samples (including canker).  c. Several different ideas are currently being investigated to validate DMS sensor systems with samples from greenhouse and field conditions to simulate mobile, onsite testing. These ideas are being refined as we investigate samples using the most basic method of placing samples into glass vials and testing headspace air for emitted compounds.Specific Aim 2: Develop information system to validate predictive power of the DMS and to better understand disease specific response pathways.Methods are being established to identify/validate biomarkers discovered by DMS sensors as genuine IVOCs by constructing a GC-TOF mass spectrometry IVOC database. IVOCs from citrus are analyzed using adsorbent cartridges and headspace stir bar sorptive extraction (Twister) techniques. 1.)  Optimizing GC-MS parameters, settings for the thermal desorption, oven parameters, mass spectral methods and optimizing introduction of FAME markers for the gas chromatography-time of flight mass spectrometer (Alex/TDU-GC-TOF). 2.)  We have determined that active sampling is unnecessary when using the sorbents described below in conjunction with the ALEX/TDU system and GC-TOF detection because sensitivity was found to be higher than comparative publications. We focused on using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based sorbent materials for several reasons: i) collaborator C. Davis has SPME capabilities to compare DMS with Alex/TDU-GC-TOF-MS data. ii) PDMS foam could be used in active sampling with high flow rates and to reduce times required for sample collection. iii) We have tested a pre-commercial thin-film PDMS membrane that would allow for ‘wipe-test’ style sampling (attractive from application perspective).  Tests confirm the Twister stir bar and foam formats perform similarly in a passive sampling mode, yielding very high signal intensities.  However, the foam plug is fragile and prone to disintegrating.  Future work will focus on Twister stir bars. 3.)  While aim 1-2 focused on methodology, we wanted to obtain early proof by Alex/TDU-GC-TOF, that citrus IVOCs can be profiled. We examined intact and wounded leaves to evaluate plant damage from a range of sources (herbivore damage, mechanical wounding, pathogen attack) known to cause elevated IVOC releases.  Changes in detached leaves were measured using passive Twister sampling. Previous work has revealed dramatic increases in volatile monoterpenes (up to 1600% relative) upon wounding of rough lemon (Citrus jambhiri) leaves (Yamasaki, 2007).  We observed similar increases in  monoterpenes including α-pinene, β-pinene, sabinene, α-myrecene, limonene and linanool. 


